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Moderna millionaires and the double-edged sword of stock
market riches - Boston Globe
"The state’s thriving life sciences and tech sectors are creating fortunes,
bolstering the economy — and widening the wealth gap...
"The wealthiest 1 percent of Americans owned 54 percent of corporate stock and
mutual fund assets as of June 30, according to the Fed. The share for the top 10
percent is 89 percent.
"Stock market profits are driving a widening wedge between the rich and the
rest of us, with the top 10 percent controlling 70 percent of the nation’s total
wealth, compared with 61 percent at the start of 1990.
"The thriving tech and life sciences sectors make the Massachusetts and national
economies more vibrant. The pie is growing, and that’s the good news.
"But for half the country — the bottom 50 percent by net worth — its slice of the
pie is shrinking.
It’s a trend that can only end badly."
_____
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What did Wesley Practice and Preach About Money? United Methodist Church
John Wesley, who preached to the poor, made a fortune, and gave it away, offers
3 principles on money: earn, save, and give as much as you can.
__________

Indifference toward less affluent contributes to 2021 housing
crisis- Roger Lewis/WaPost
"What specific actions are needed?
● Making affordable housing a national, state and local policy goal, as it was after WWII
and before the 1980s, including enacting more substantial finance and rental subsidy
programs to significantly expand housing opportunities;
● Providing sufficient financial incentives to motivate much more private sector investment
in and development of affordable housing;
● Amending long-standing zoning laws to allow increased residential density and more
diverse dwelling types in urban and suburban locations across metropolitan areas;
● Eliminating other counterproductive and marginally justifiable regulatory constraints
that unnecessarily increase residential real estate development costs and prices."

Also see:
Working Class Americans Are Finding It Increasingly Difficult To Afford Housing
- NPR
Housing Needs By State - National Low Income Housing Coalition
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The State of the Nation's Housing 2021 - Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies
_________

NYC will cap taxi medallion debts at $170K after driver
hunger strike - NY Post
This excess profits (economic rents) once split by the city, drivers, and financiers
from this government-organized monopoly turned into shared debt after it
disintegrated into a more competitive market.
__________

Effects of covid-19 pandemic on life expectancy and
premature mortality in 2020: time series analysis in 37
countries - BMJ
"Our findings of a comparable or lower than expected YLL in Taiwan, New
Zealand, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and South Korea underscore the
importance of successful viral suppression and elimination policies, including
targeted and population based public health policy interventions...A
comprehensive pandemic preparedness aimed at more resilient health systems
could be key to tackling the impact of future pandemics."
More prevention = More years of life
__________

Anti-Covid Drugs Are Coming, But At What Cost? William Haseltine/Forbes
"Beyond the action cost of the drugs themselves, one dangerous toll we may be
forced to pay for the use of this drug is the creation of more viral
variants. Molnupiravir, much like SARS-CoV-2 itself, is a literal shape-shifter,
stopping viral replication through a process called lethal mutagenisis."
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__________

Musk Says He'd Sell $6 Billion Of Tesla Stock If UN Can
Prove How It'll Solve World Hunger - IFLScience
Musk has a point. As a wise man once said: "the poor will always be with
us." Competitive societies -- particularly capitalist ones -- will almost always
price out people at the bottom. Even so, Musk could help provide hungry people
with enough to eat. Better yet, given his talents and resources, he could develop
clean technology that low-income people can afford to get them to work and
heat/cool their homes. It's key to slowing global warming.
__________

Build Back Better Act: Details & Analysis of Tax Provisions
in the $1.75 Trillion Budget Reconciliation Bill - Tax
Foundation
Moving target. Lots will change when it reaches the Senate.
__________

These Billionaires Received Taxpayer-Funded Stimulus
Checks During the Pandemic - ProPublica
__________

Canadian wage inflation looms as 'perfect storm' hits labor
market - Reuters
__________
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Opinion: Weren’t the Democrats supposed to raise taxes on
the rich? - WaPost
In the House, they’ve given in. Under the House plan, the amount of state and local taxes
people can deduct would rise from $10,000 to $72,500. This would give high-income people
a $23,000 tax break. The Tax Foundation, a think tank, estimates that 70 percent of the tax
change would flow to the people making $250,000 or more. The Committee for a
Responsible Federal Budget reckons that the plan would cost $300 billion, which would
make it the third-most costly item in the bill — far more than it would devote to major
anti-poverty programs...
"Well-heeled Americans have prospered while the climate has warmed, health care
remains out of reach for many and national finances have deteriorated. That’s why it made
sense when the Democrats promised to increase the estate tax that wealthy people have to
pay and to reverse the worst of the Republicans’ 2017 tax cuts by raising corporate tax
rates and income tax rates on top earners. Negotiating among themselves, they’ve already
given up on all of those sensible ideas. To now grant a new tax break to the rich is beyond
the pale."

Dems on Social Infrastructure = No Balls (taxes) + No Brains (benefits/spending)
___________

Opinion | Why It’s So Hard To Tax the Rich - Monica
Prasad/Politico
"Why has it been so hard for Democrats to find a way to tax the rich? Because
those rich people live in the blue states."
Excellent concise analysis.
__________
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Marine Corps Commandant: Too many Marines are leaving
after 4 years - Task & Purpose
“The Marine Corps is unique among the services in embracing an enlisted force model that
perpetuates this remarkably high turnover rate,” the plan says. “Indeed, while the other
services have matured their forces over the last few decades, the Marine Corps has
remained committed to preserving its bottom-heavy grade structure and youthful
character, maintaining the largest percentage of teenagers among the services.”
__________

Government Childcare Subsidies: Whom Will They Help
Most? - Rachel Greszler/Heritage
"Instead of focusing on lower-income families in need, the proposed subsidies
would disproportionately benefit high-income families in high-cost states. These
subsidies would do nothing to help the majority of families that prefer familybased childcare, and could limit options by crowding out smaller, faith-based,
and more accommodating childcare providers."
__________

Democratic Party suffers debacle in gubernatorial elections WSWS
"A clear warning must be made: The Democrats’ emphasis on identity politics—
promoted by the Democratic Socialists of America, Jacobin magazine and the
pseudo-left—is opening the door for Trump, whose political fortunes were
substantially strengthened by Tuesday’s vote."
Count on Trotskyists for a sober analysis of the performance of the American
left.
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__________
Lightfoot Urges Families to Apply for Expanded Child Tax
Credit as Deadline Nears for 2021 Payments - 5Chicago
Last chance to get advance child tax credit is fast approaching - WaPost
__________

When your rent goes up 40%. As pandemic fades, many
tenants see big hikes - CNBC
__________
Inflation is at a 30-year high. Here's how the Federal
Reserve plans to deal with it - NPR
"Workers' pay is also rising, though not as fast as prices. On average, wages and salaries in
September were 4.2% higher than a year ago."
__________

Does External Monitoring from the Government Improve
the Performance of State-Owned Enterprises? - VoxChina
"We show that enhanced external monitoring, as a key component of corporate
governance, can substantially reduce managerial expropriation in procurement and
shirking in production management. The results suggest that government
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monitoring can be an effective policy instrument to improve state-owned enterprise
performance."
__________

A Historic Decrease in Poverty - Jason DeParle/NYR
"The successful expansion of the safety net during the pandemic reminds us that
high levels of poverty are a political choice, not a fate."
__________

Chomsky: Build Back Better Fiasco Exposes How Both
Parties Serve Corporate Power - truthout
"It’s often been observed that the U.S. has a one-party political system — the business
party — with two factions, Democrats and Republicans. In the past, the Republican faction
has tended to be more dedicated to the concerns of extreme wealth and the corporate
sector, but with the resurgence of the one-sided class war called “neoliberalism” under
President Ronald Reagan, the leadership has been going off the rails. By now they barely
resemble a political party in a functioning democracy.
"Since the late President Jimmy Carter years, the Democrats have not lagged far behind,
becoming a party of affluent professionals and Wall Street donors with the working class
handed over to their bitter class enemy."

__________
Millionaires urge Democrats to include billionaire tax in
spending bill - The Hill
BTW, is a 65-year-old with $1 million in a retirement account a
millionaire? That's enough to yield about $50,000 a year in retirement income
(give or take health and long term care expenses).
__________

The Billionaires Tax Isn’t New - ProPublica
"Taxing billionaires on their wealth may sound novel, but the ideas behind it are
already frequently used in the tax code."
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__________

Don’t Be Fooled Squid Game Fans, the United States is
More Unequal Than South Korea on Several Measures CEPR
__________

President Biden is promising free preschool nationwide,
lower-cost child care for millions of families - CBS17
Child Care Costs By State 2021
__________

Issues at Fields Apartments Brought to Housing
Commission - Falls Church News Press
All politics are local! Check our comments at the end of this article on
inadequate affordable housing in Northern Virginia, one of the wealthiest areas
in the U.S.
"Karl Polzer from the Center on Capital and Social Equity told the News-Press “Falls
Church and Northern Virginia are among the wealthiest places in the country. Political
leaders here tend to focus on real estate and business development and growing the revenue
base. As reflected by the gubernatorial campaigns’ responses to our questionnaire on
specific plans to help struggling families, the needs of low-income workers are not a
priority for them – even though these voters make up a large part of the population.
"He added, “Elected officials here respond most to monied interests including high-income
residents whose property is appreciating in value. Unfortunately, as the price of housing
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rises faster than wages, fewer people who provide services in Falls Church can afford to
live here. They include essential workers and many young adults raised here entering the
workforce. Many young people can’t afford local rents and end up living in their parents’
basements. The rising cost of living makes it harder for many middle-income people
including teachers to live here as well. Affordable housing is especially needed for people
with disabilities and suffering from serious mental illnesses.”
"He said “a one bedroom apartment here is estimated to cost about $16,000 to $20,000 a
year. That’s unaffordable for workers like waiters and home health workers making
$25,000 a year – especially if they are single parents. According to economists at MIT, a
‘living wage’ in Fairfax County covering the needs of a single parent with one child would
be $38.77 an hour. That’s more than $80,000 a year!”
"The current conditions at the Fields Apartments put residents at risk and unfortunately
many of them do not have any other options to find affordable housing."
__________

Miami commissioners pass controversial new rule banning
homeless encampments on public property - Fox
"Commissioners also passed a resolution requiring the Miami city manager to
create a new 'Adopt-A-Homeless Person' program"
Kick them out now. Have the city manager mull over providing help - maybe
later.
_________

‘Now is a continuation of then’: America’s civil rights era – in
pictures - The Guardian
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Sunday, October 31, 2021

The Obsolete Science Behind Roe v. Wade - Grazie Pozo
Christie/WSJ
"My youngest patients are unborn babies, and today’s ultrasounds show they are
fully alive and human."
Why Ruth Bader Ginsburg Wasn’t All That Fond of Roe v. Wade - NYT

RBG argued abortion rights should hinge on arguments of gender equity based
on the 14th amendment instead of an implied right to privacy. This more
intellectually honest approach could result in courts weighing the competing
rights of pregnant women, unborn children, fathers, and society more explicitly
and transparently.
__________

Enough is Enough: The Criminal Case Against Mark
Zuckerberg - Matt Stoller
"But we also cannot ignore another problem we have in American society, which is that the
rule of law simply does not apply to the powerful. To take a few examples, no important
Wall Street banker went to jail during the financial crisis, the Sackler family has escaped
criminal liability for their role in the opioid epidemic, and Boeing CEO Dennis
Muilenburg, responsible for hundreds of deaths from the 737 Max debacle, was not
indicted, but instead received a golden parachute of $62.5 million. It is the failure to
investigate and prosecute those actions that created the incentives to do more of them."
_________

Women Increasingly Outnumber Men at U.S. Colleges-but
why? - Georgetown University
If the trend continues, is there a case for using quotas to promote gender equity?
__________
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Afghanistan's Female Students Were Banned from
Studying. Now Some Are Finding New Ways to Learn TIME
"Before the Taliban seized the capital without a fight, about half the 20,000 or so
students at Kabul University, the country’s oldest university, were female."
__________

Russia's Communist Comeback - Nina Khrushcheva/Project
Syndicate
__________

What is wealth? - Branko Milanovic/Global Inequality
How to compare wealth in different societies
__________

Flagstaff: Fighting intergenerational poverty by putting the
minimum wage on the ballot - Urban Institute
"The Solution:
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•

•

Raising the minimum wage -- gradually: Flagstaff passed a graduated minimum wage
increase by referendum in November 2016. Using a “$15 in 5” structure, the law raises
the minimum wage from $8.05/hour to $11 in 2018, $12 in 2019, $13 in 2020, and $15 in
2021. After City Councilmember Eva Putzova successfully added an amendment to the
law through Flagstaff City Council in 2017, the wage is set for an additional increase to
$15.50/hour in 2022.
Phasing out tipped minimum wage: With tipped workers (anyone receiving more than
$30/month in tips) disproportionately impacted by low wages in Flagstaff, Proposition
414 also included a provision to phase out the different minimum wage rates for tipped
and non-tipped workers. It is set to $3/hour less than the standard minimum wage
(matching the state gap) until 2022. At that point, the tipped minimum wage will be
phased out by 50 cents each year until 2026 at which point the tipped minimum wage will
be equal to the standard minimum wage."

The Build Back Better Framework - The White House
"PRESIDENT BIDEN’S PLAN TO REBUILD THE MIDDLE CLASS"
Check out how the plan would help a working mother named Linda in Peoria,
Illinois who earns $40,000 at a local factory. According to the White House, "she
is pregnant with her son, Leo." ... Does this mean Democrats favor naming
children in utero?

__________
What cowards the Democrats have become on taxes Catherine Rampell/WaPost
"The problem is partly that the Democratic voter base has shifted toward the collegeeducated, professional class, therefore becoming higher-earning. It’s uncomfortable for
Democrats to endorse taxes on their own constituents, particularly when those constituents
don’t realize that they, too, are technically rich. (After all, those billionaires are just so
much richer!)
"Even Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.), she of the famous “tax the rich” ballgown,
said that when she talked about the “rich,” she didn’t mean people like “doctors.” However
deserving physicians may be of high compensation, it’s hard to argue that they are not,
objectively, among the top earners in this country. (Doctors are more likely than any other
occupation to be in the top 1 percent.)
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"The other problem is that, during the 2020 presidential primary, some Democratic
contenders advertised a Scandinavian-style welfare state without endorsing a
Scandinavian-style tax base — that is, a system where pretty much everyone pays higher
taxes, including the middle class. In fact, Democratic politicians explicitly rejected this
model. Their rhetoric suggested that a major expansion of the safety net could be financed
almost exclusively by soaking Elon Musk types."
__________

Lawmakers Consider Untested and Complex Policies to
Fund Reconciliation Bill - Tax Foundation

Two-thirds of low-wage workers still lack access to paid sick
days during an ongoing pandemic - EPI
__________

Liberal frustration imperils quick Dem social spending deal
- Politico
Looks like paid family leave - which is very expensive - has been thrown out. A
few paid sick days - which don't cost much and would particularly benefit lowpaid workers - should be kept in. Whether paid sick days survive is an indicator
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is whether Dems and Congress remain more responsive to the professional
classes than "essential workers." See:
To stop coronavirus, take quick action on paid sick days
"In a Health Affairs article published at the beginning of this Congress, I
identified political obstacles to getting a paid sick leave requirement into law.
Liberals have packaged paid sick days, which would primarily affect low-wage
workers, as part of an ambitious legislative push for much more expensive paid
family leave. Thus, a relatively low-cost benefit for many healthcare and other
workers on the front lines is being held hostage to a much more expensive
middle- and upper-middle-class objective."
___________

In tight Virginia governor’s race, policy takes backseat to
culture wars - Virginia Mercury
"Beneath the culture-war issues is fairly conventional campaign fodder, with
Youngkin running on promises to lower taxes, cut regulations and expand
charter schools. McAuliffe is vowing to ensure every worker has access to paid
sick days and family medical leave, speed up the implementation of a planned
$15 minimum wage and boost funding for public education. But those aren’t the
topics dominating the final month of the campaign."

So what exactly is a billionaires’ tax — and how would it
work? - MarketWatch
__________
The Hidden Ways the Ultrarich Pass Wealth to Their Heirs
Tax-Free - Bloomberg Business Week
"An inside look at how Nike founder Phil Knight is giving a fortune to his family
while avoiding billions in U.S. taxes."
__________
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A Generation of American Men Give Up on College: ‘I Just
Feel Lost’ - WSJ
"The number of men enrolled at two- and four-year colleges has fallen behind
women by record levels, in a widening education gap across the U.S...
"At the close of the 2020-21 academic year, women made up 59.5% of college
students, an all-time high, and men 40.5%, according to enrollment data from
the National Student Clearinghouse, a nonprofit research group. U.S. colleges
and universities had 1.5 million fewer students compared with five years ago,
and men accounted for 71% of the decline."
Is it time for colleges and universities to use quotas to achieve better gender
equity?
__________

You don't need a bachelor's degree to land a high-paying job
- NPR
"A new study from Georgetown University's Center on Education and the
Workforce finds a growing number of people without a bachelor's degree are
now out-earning those with one. The study found that in the years 2017 through
2019, on average, 16% of high school graduates, 23% of workers with some
college and 28% of associate degree holders earned more money than half of all
workers with a bachelor's degree."

__________
Harvard graduate student workers to begin three-day strike
October 27 - WSWS
__________

Israel/OPT: Designation of Palestinian civil society groups as
terrorists a brazen attack on human rights - Amnesty
International
NGO Reactions to Six NGOs Being Declared “Terror Organizations”
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Structural racism in action?: Googled and couldn't find coverage of this ban in
major U.S. media for four days.
If there it included a learning module on what's happening in Israel, perhaps
CRT would lose its cache in the U.S. Interest might suddenly fade on both the
left and far right.
CRT curricula could feature lessons on the U.S., Germany, Israel, India, South
Africa with mini courses for beginners and people with learning diabilities
focusing on Armenia and Rwanda.
Comrades, remember: "All animals are equal but some animals are more equal
than others."
__________

Wyden’s Billionaire Income Tax Is Ambitious But
Problematic - TaxVox
"President Biden proposed a much easier way to tax billionaires. He’d tax
unrealized gains only at death, when assets are valued for estate tax purposes.
Forcing the rich to recognize gains once at death, rather than annually, is
simpler and more firmly constitutional (the tax would occur at transfer of the
assets, like the estate tax)."
Possible compromise if Wyden pushes in this direction:
Getting Inflation Loss out of Capital Gains Taxation Is Fair - and Might Help
Reach a Deal on Dunning the Dead
__________

Where Did 7 Million Workers Go? - Derek
Thompson/Atlantic
New careers, vanishing applicants: Here’s why some employers can’t find
workers - Virginian-Pilot
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___________

How to Help Your Teenage Child Become a Roth IRA
Millionaire - Retirement Daily
Years ago, set up Roths for two working teenagers and helped with initial
contributions. The idea was to get them comfortable with the risk and discipline
needed to navigate the U.S. defined contribution retirement savings system.
One still has the Roth account but currently contributes to a generous 401(k)
offered by their employer. The other cashed out to pay down college debt after
learning in an accounting class that settling debt should come before saving. A
few years later, the young person started another Roth while working for an
employer offering retirement benefits to managers but not tipped workers.
__________

Glenn Youngkin Is Worth Hundreds Of Millions, But Terry
McAuliffe Has The Big Money In The Virginia Governor's
Race - Forbes
The candidates reside in or a short ride from Northern Virginia horse
country. What would their administrations do to help low-income workers?

__________
A Look at Rush Limbaugh’s Fortune After His Passing Yahoo
__________

“The Liberty Way”: How Liberty University Discourages
and Dismisses Students’ Reports of Sexual Assaults ProPublica
What happens when someone calls the off-campus cops?
__________
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I, Too - Langston Hughes 1902-1967

I, too, sing America.
I am the darker brother.
They send me to eat in the kitchen
When company comes,
But I laugh,
And eat well,
And grow strong.
Tomorrow,
I'll be at the table
When company comes.
Nobody'll dare
Say to me,
“Eat in the kitchen,”
Then.
Besides,
They'll see how beautiful I am
And be ashamed—
I, too, am America.
__________
There Are Still Honest People in the World – And That Honesty Can Lead to ‘Miraculous’ Outcomes - Good
News Network
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Sunday, October 24, 2021
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Artist - R. Crumb

Quiz: In which frame does the cartoonist possibly misquote God? Hint.
Extra Credit: Memorize by next week:
Judaism 101 - Halakhah: Jewish Law
__________
Ad exaggerates potential impact of Biden estate-tax plan - WaPost fact checker

____

Democrats move to finalize new ‘billionaire’ tax proposal,
targeting 700 wealthiest Americans as key source of revenue
for spending plan - Washington Post
"Under the 'Billionaire Income Tax' proposal, a summary of which was obtained
by The Washington Post, the federal government would require billionaires to
pay taxes on the increased value of assets such as stocks on an annual basis,
regardless of whether they sell those assets. Billionaires would also be able to
take deductions for any annual loss in value of those assets."
As noted on this blog yesterday, we hope the article below, which we sent to Sen.
Wyden's staff and tax think tanks in September, was helpful in negotiations over
how to finance social infrastructure legislation.
Getting Inflation out of Capital Gains Taxation Is Fair - and Might Help Reach a Deal on Taxing the Dead

__________

The universal basic income is a bad idea whose time will
never come - Allison Schrager/Quartz
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She makes solid arguments against UBI including national affordability and that
it’s not the best tool to fight poverty. UBI also could increase wealth
inequality: the better-off will save and invest the additional income while the
poor and low-income will use it to pay for necessities. We see this happening
with the expanded child tax credit.
Social Security is the closet program to UBI in the U.S. It's structured somewhat
progressively and based on work. Before considering a broad UBI, the U.S.
should fill Social Security's $16-trillion long-term financing gap.
__________

Still Talking Corporate Taxes, CTC, Capital Gains - TPC
blog
"Taxing capital gains. Once Sen. Kyrsten Sinema’s objections to any corporate
and individual tax rates hikes surfaced, Democratic leaders gave a second look at
annual mark-to-market taxation of capital gains. A version of the idea has the
backing of Senate Finance Committee Chair Ron Wyden but immediately ran
into another roadblock. Moderate Democrat John Tester warned the idea had
“challenges.” Tester strongly opposed the similar idea of taxing unrealized
capital gains at death. Losing Tester’s vote would sink the bill even if Sinema
goes along."
BTW, hoped we helped 'connect the dots' regarding Sen. Wyden's "market to
market" proposals and beginning to tax capital gains at death. Sent this article
to Senate Finance Committee majority staff:
"Getting Inflation Loss out of Capital Gains Taxation Is Fair and Might Help Reach a Deal on Dunning the Dead"
"Taxing capital gains during their transfer from the deceased to heirs offers Sen. Wyden
and other proponents an opportunity for a test run of “mark to market” reforms while
moderating wealth inequality. Revaluations are already performed under current law. All
that needs to be done is to apply a tax."

__________
House reconciliation bill struggles with Biden’s flawed
$400,000 tax pledge - Alan Viard/AEI
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_________

5 Million Children in Veteran and Active-Duty Families Will
Lose Out if Child Tax Credit Expansions End - CBPP
__________

Soldier who helped secure Kabul airport with Toyota technical
traded for dip gets promoted. Well deserved. - Task & Purpose
Good to see individual initiative rewarded.
__________

9 in 10 Families With Low Incomes Are Using Child Tax
Credits To Pay for Necessities, Education - CBPP
"Congress should make it a top priority to ensure that the full credit remains
permanently available to children in families with the lowest incomes, a measure
that in percentage terms drives 87 percent of the expansion’s anti-poverty
impact."
__________
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When Employers Demand a Salary Range From Applicants
but Refuse to Suggest One - Pocket Worthy
__________

Labor economist Lawrence Katz looks at ‘Great
Resignation’ and where it might lead - Harvard Gazette
"Upper-middle-class and well-off people are doing quite well with the stock
market boom and have saved a lot. But even people in the bottom two quartiles
of the income and wealth distribution are in much better financial situations
than in previous economic recoveries, so we’ve seen a slow return from
unemployment given the job openings. Having a stronger safety net and having
built up some savings means people can put more weight on their caregiving
responsibilities, or can look for something better. They can invest in a training or
another program that they might not have been able to do in the past.
"Whether this is a temporary phenomenon or whether this is truly a once-in-ageneration change in labor activism is an open question..."
__________

Supply-Shock Therapy - Project Syndicate
"In this Big Picture, the University of Cambridge’s Diane Coyle compares today’s supply
shocks to the 2008 global financial crisis, and explains why a similarly bold policy response
may be needed. In a similar vein, Dalia Marin of the Technical University of Munich
argues that advanced-economy governments should help to provide firms with more
potential alternative suppliers. But, as Richard Haass of the Council on Foreign Relations
notes, a targeted and limited industrial policy aimed at building resilience should not
become a cover for protectionism.
"Supply-chain disruptions do not affect only rich countries, of course. Jonathan Woetzel of
McKinsey & Company and Mekala Krishnan of the McKinsey Global Institute show why
export-oriented emerging economies must now focus on boosting resilience in order to
maintain their positions in global value chains – or even capture a bigger share of global
production. On that score, Keun Lee of Seoul National University, the chief economic
adviser to South Korea’s president, thinks that South Korea and Vietnam in particular
stand to benefit from the accelerating exodus of manufacturing from China, and should
thus take steps to encourage relocation and reshoring."
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The shortages hitting countries around the world - BBC
__________

Pfizer’s Power - Public Citizen
"In February, Pfizer was accused of 'bullying' governments in COVID vaccine
negotiations in a groundbreaking story by the Bureau of Investigative
Journalism.[1] A government official at the time noted, 'Five years in the future
when these confidentiality agreements are over you will learn what really
happened in these negotiations.'[2]
"Public Citizen has identified several unredacted Pfizer contracts that describe
the outcome of these negotiations. The contracts offer a rare glimpse into the
power one pharmaceutical corporation has gained to silence governments,
throttle supply, shift risk and maximize profits in the worst public health crisis in
a century. We describe six examples from around the world below.[3]"
_____

___________
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Strikers have a new bargaining chip - Axios
__________

Democrats, facing a Republican barrage, scale back plans
for a crackdown on tax cheating. - NYT
"Senator Kevin Cramer, Republican of North Dakota, warned darkly, 'Marx is
at the doorstep.'
"Mr. Wyden called the Republican accusations a flat-out 'lie' promulgated by
lawmakers at the behest of 'donors and allies' who 'want nothing more than a
crippled I.R.S. unable to go after their cheating.' "
He who pays the piper calls the tune... Speaking of Marx, check out this blast
from the past:

This Crusading Socialist Taught America’s Workers to
Fight—in 1929 - Pocket Worthy
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The 16 workers who were arrested. (Photo courtesy New York, Pub. for National Textile
Workers Union by Workers Library Publishers.)
__________

__________
Effects of the Expanded Child Tax Credit on Employment
Outcomes - Center on Poverty & Social Policy
In the first few months of the expanded child tax subsidy, researchers find little
impact on employment. Giving low-income people more choice between paid
work outside the household and unpaid work raising their kids is likely will show
up in the statistics in the longer run. That may be a good thing.
See comment just below.
__________

Manchin’s work requirement for child benefits would throw
grandparent-led families under the bus - Catherine
Rampell/WaPost
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For years, high-income families in the U.S. have netted billions of dollars
through a child tax deduction with no paid work requirement for parents
staying at home to take care of kids. Now that Congress has temporarily
extended this benefit to low-income families via a refundable tax credit, work
requirements are suddenly a big political issue.
Work does not have to be paid to have value to a society. Total national work =
paid work + unpaid work which includes raising kids.
Do Sen. Manchin and others think low-income families will put less effort into
raising their kids than higher-income people because they get some aid from the
government? Do they fear people will quit paid jobs if they get a stipend to help
with child expenses? Are they worried that swarms of "welfare queens"
might reappear in the nation's urban ghettos and trailer parks in embarrass
them in the headlines?
If lawmakers decide to add a paid work mandate to curtail possible abuse, it
could be adjusted to require only part-time employment for low-income single
parent households, which by definition have the hardest time earning a living
wage. Alternatively, low-income parents facing work requirements could be
provided with adequate subsidies for child care, which the current tax credits
amounting to $3K-$3.6K a year are insufficient to cover. How can single
parents work outside the home if they can't afford child care?
If low-income parents must work outside the home to get child tax credits, why
shouldn't higher-income parents? In the end, most of the tax benefits for raising
the nation's kids should flow to low-income families that need them rather than
to higher-income families that don't. Our national debt is too high and economic
inequality to extreme for the government to be able to provide broad-based
social insurance for every need.

__________
Low-income students in Virginia are filling out fewer
FAFSA forms and putting off college - Richmond TimesDispatch
__________
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The Great Pay Disparity: A look at the median pay of the
average American worker compared with the salary and
compensation of the nation’s top CEOs. - Capital & Main
BTW, Capital & Main just won 5 first-place prizes in the 63rd annual Southern
California Journalism Awards for the best reporting of 2020. A couple of
examples:
Judge Orders California City to Zone for Affordable Housing
Death Trap: When COVID-19 Hit L.A. Nursing Homes, Where Was the
County’s Department of Public Health?
__________

Don’t give campus officials a free pass in college admissions
scandals - Frederick Hess/AEI
"It’s time that we held college leaders to account for the petty larceny, gross negligence,
and crude shakedowns that have unfolded on their watch."

Here's some "Critical College Admission Bribery Theory": University staff and
executives who participated in, sanctioned, or knew about admissions bribery
and did nothing should do jail time. (Same goes for church overseers who knew
about chronic child abuse perpetrated on their watch and did nothing.)
__________

The John Deere Strike Shows the Tight Labor Market Is
Ready to Pop - Intercept
__________
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The Pandora Papers and the Threat to Democracy Katharina Pistor/Project Syndicate
"Legally encoded by solicitors and recognized by courts of equity, the trust
remains one of the most ingenious legal tools ever invented for the creation and
preservation of private wealth. In the old days, it allowed the wealthy to
circumvent inheritance rules. Today, it is the go-to vehicle for tax avoidance and
for structuring financial assets, including asset-backed securities and their
derivatives...
"Today’s global elites might be able to continue to conjure private wealth from
law. But no resource can be mined forever. Once lost, trust in the law will be
difficult to regain. The wealthy will have lost their most valuable asset of all."

__________
These Billionaires Just Contributed $1.3 Million To Help
Republicans Take Control Of The House In 2022 - Forbes
__________

Want to see a food fight in Congress? Try changing the formula through which
the U.S. government matches Medicaid payments in richer and poorer states.
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__________

Equalization referendum debate heats up in Alberta as
Kenney's approval further plummets - CTV News
Today's the big day! All things being equal, some provinces must be more equal
than others.

A Primer on Alberta’s Equalization Referendum - Business
Council of Alberta
Sunday, October 17, 2021

An Urban Organizer Wants ‘Race off the Table’ - WSJ
"Mr. Woodson doesn’t see the problems of black America through a racial
prism. The institutions and traits that make healthy communities are the same
for all human beings. “Tell me how ending institutional racism is going to
prevent a kid in Silicon Valley from taking his life, or a kid in Appalachia taking
drugs, or a kid from shooting somebody in the head,” he says. Mr. Woodson
wants to “deracialize race”—to make it an incidental category in socialimprovement projects rather than the salient one."

Waking the Sleeping Giant: Poor and Low-Income Voters in
the 2020 Elections - Poor People's Campaign
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•

•

•

"In the 2020 elections, LIV exceeded 20% of the total voting population in
45 states and Washington D.C. In tight battleground states, LIV accounted
for an even greater share of the voting population, including in states that
flipped party outcomes from 2016 to 2020.
"Where the margin of victory was near or less than 3%, LIV accounted
for 34% to 45% of the voting population: Arizona (39.96%), Georgia
(37.84%), Michigan (37.81%), Nevada (35.78%), North
Carolina (43.67%), Pennsylvania (34.12%), and Wisconsin (39.80%).
"A closer look at the racial demographics of LIV in nine battleground
states (Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Texas and Wisconsin) shows that white LIV accounted for a
higher vote share than all other racial groupings of LIV combined. This
underscores the necessity of organizing low-income white, Black, and
Hispanic voters together in multi-racial political coalitions."

We support the call for unity from Rev. Barber and other leaders of the Poor
People's Campaign. Some CCSE writings on this issue:
•
•
•

"Addicted to Identity Politics, Progressives May Miss a Historic Chance To Connect
with America’s Working Class."
"Race-neutral, progressive economic policies deliver $$ to minority communities"
"Opposing Racism and Human Bondage in the United States"

Tracking the COVID-19 Economy’s Effects on Food,
Housing, and Employment Hardships - CBPP
__________

Debt After Death: The Painful Blow of Medicaid
Estate Recovery - Sarah True/USNWR
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"A congressionally mandated system designed to recoup the costs of long-term
care can hit people with the crushing prospect of losing a home, posing a
particularly insidious threat for low-income families and people of color."
Well-researched article. Senior officials in the Trump Treasury Department
made a special project of trying to up the 1% Medicaid estate recovery rate. But
most states are not eager to chase down money from vulnerable people often
living in deteriorated housing. Owner-occupied houses with moderate amounts
of equity should be exempt. Medicaid asset recovery law is so complex and
convoluted that it can’t signal economic incentives years in advance of a health
crisis unless someone can afford legal counsel. This case is a good example.
Q - Why do the feds make a point of chasing down low-income people with
limited assets for estate recovery, when they are fine with letting wealthy people
inherit millions of dollars in stock without paying capital gains tax?
__________

Harvard's endowment swells by $11.3 billion as 20% of US
households lose all savings during pandemic - Fox
No money for low-income housing?
What about hitting up university endowments, non-profits, TV preachers, et
cetera?
__________

State of Homelessness: 2021 Edition - National Alliance To
End Homelessness
California spending billions to house homeless in hotels - AP
San Francisco homeless man dies after being lit on fire while sleeping - Yahoo
DC changes how it clears homeless encampments after equipment picks up
resident inside tent - WTOP
__________
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Health Disparities, Discrimination, And Racial Gaps: An
Honest Look Below The Surface Of An Otherwise Thriving
American City - Bill Frist/Forbes
Excellent article by former U.S. Senate leader. Now, what will his colleagues do
to address these issues in terms of insurance coverage, resources for
impoverished areas, and reining in the cost of the medical industrial complex?
__________

__________

A new problem for Democrats: Americans suddenly want
smaller government after all - Catherine Rampell/WaPost
"Democratic lawmakers argue that every major plank of their agenda is
popular, so they should just pass them all. Most of their individual policies do
poll well in isolation. Survey after survey has found strong support for universal
pre-K, paid leave, free community college, Medicare expansions, lower Medicare
drug prices and so on...
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"But nearly all of these initiatives (child care, paid leave, etc.) are complex and
will be difficult to get off the ground. Shortchanging them, or adding uncertainty
about their duration, increases the odds of a bungled rollout. And if you think
opposition to “big government” is too high now, imagine the political blowback
after months of coverage about expensive, incompetently executed safety-net
expansions. I’m already having flashbacks to the 2010 tea party revolution.
"...Democrats should do fewer things better, not more things poorly."
__________

No college degree? More employers than ever just don't care
- CNN
Elite University Endowments Soar As Higher Ed Divide
Grows - Forbes
"Blockbuster growth was not limited to Ivy League institutions. Across the
nation, university endowments - particularly the already bigger ones - realized
their best returns in decades, due to a substantial increase in the stock market
and huge gains from venture capital and private equity, an investment area that
larger endowments are more likely to pursue... "
"As exciting as these skyrocketing assets are, they also highlight once again the growing
divide between higher education’s “haves” and “have nots.” It’s a gap involving money,
status and influence.
"The vast majority of American colleges and universities don’t have multi-billion dollar
endowments, they don’t mount billion dollar fund-raising campaigns, and they are not the
usual recipients of philanthropists’ mega gifts. They are not elite. They are not wealthy.
And they are not highly selective in the students they educate.
"What do they do instead? Much of the higher education work of the country.
"They educate most of the nation’s students, including a large share of students from lowincome backgrounds and those who are the first in their families to go to college.
"They serve as avenues of upward mobility for far more students than do their elite
counterparts."

How Much Are Most Colleges Paying in Endowment Tax?
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America’s largest foundations: Examining payout rates and perpetuity - Howard Husock/AEI
Los Angeles City council member indicted on federal bribery charges - Axios

__________

New study blows a hole in Joe Manchin's argument that the
revamped child tax credit discourages people from working Markets Insider
It will dampen paid work outside the household to some degree - but not "total
national work." Don't we want parents to be able to spend more time with their
kids? Incentives need to be balanced and fair. Work requirements shouldn't cut
out low-income households.
__________

U.S. Workers Are Realizing It's the Perfect Time to Go on
Strike - Time
John Deere workers go on strike after rejecting wage deal - CNN
___________

How the Fed Finances U.S. Debt - July Shelton/WSJ
"Look behind the federal books to see the ways monetary policy has come to abet
runaway spending."

__________
Social Security cost-of-living increase will boost benefits
5.9% in 2022 as inflation spikes - USA Today
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How the pandemic is changing the contours of the economy.
- KPMG
Excellent diagnostics for policymakers and investors.
"Until the pandemic, both those with and without college degrees reported that
they required a 1.9% wage increase to take a new role -- the reservation wage.
— During the recovery, everyone has demanded higher wages.
— For those with college degrees, who can largely work from home, the
reservation wage is up by 2.9% since February 2020.
— For those without college degrees, most of whom must work from their job
sites, the reservation wage is
substantially higher at 16.5%.
— A higher wage for those who must work at a job site is consistent with past
pandemics. This is amplified by data on the makeup of the labor force showing a
scarcity of those without bachelor's degrees."
__________
A record number of workers are quitting their jobs, empowered by new leverage- WaPost

"The phenomenon is being driven in part by workers who are less willing to
endure inconvenient hours and poor compensation, who are quitting instead to
find better opportunities. According to the report, there were 10.4 million job
openings in the country at the end of August — down slightly from July’s record
high, which was adjusted up to 11.1 million, but still a tremendously high
number. This gives workers enormous leverage as they look for a better fit."
__________

Employment Protection and Corporate Cash Holdings:
Evidence from China’s Labor Contract Law - VoxChina
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"We examine whether and how employment protection influences corporate cash
holdings using Chinese firm-level data. Our empirical results show that laborintensive firms in China significantly increased their cash holdings following the
enactment of China’s Labor Contract Law. Further analyses suggest that the
results are generally consistent with a “labor adjustment costs” channel:
employment protection increases labor adjustment costs and hence the expected
costs of financial distress for labor-intensive firms, so these firms are likely to
increase their cash holdings to reduce the risk of financial distress when
employment protection is strengthened."
_________

Workers in Vietnam forced to work to maintain profits of
US companies - WSWS

Vietnam factories rethink ‘sleepover’ approach to stopping
Covid - Financial Times
"Country’s virus woes pose risks for global supplies of sneakers and
smartphones."
"Thousands of Vietnamese have spent the past month living at work, away from their
families. The situation has taken a heavy toll on mental health and corporate balance
sheets. Now some companies are questioning the approach and asking the government for
vaccines and “safe zones” where workers can live near plants, and for it to take other
measures."

Dear Capitalists, Communists & Socialists: We advocate for policies that
empower workers to own working assets, preferably diversified, and share in
economic gains. One way to do this is through a universal retirement savings
system. Boosting individual savings and investment by low-wage workers can
reduce both economic inequality and poverty while increasing their personal
freedom and standard of living.
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Disclosure: The Poor Man's Hedge Fund, which supports this web site, sold
shares of a Vietnam index fund earlier in 2021.
___________

Just like his father before him, Jon Kent has fallen for a
reporter. - DC Comics
New Superman will be revealed as bisexual in an upcoming DC Comics issue - Fox

_________

How the expanded child tax credit is helping families Washington University in S.L.
"When asked what parents intended to do with the credit, the most common
responses were:
•

save for emergencies (74.8%)

•

apply the money towards housing, food, and utilities (66.6%)

•

purchase clothing or other essentials for their child(ren) (58.1%)

•

purchase more or better quality foods for their family (49.0%)

•

contribute to a college fund for their child(ren) (41.9%)"
__________

In their own words: 5 Latina immigrant housekeepers on how the pandemic has impacted their lives - The
Lily
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‘We’re completely invisible,’ said one woman living in San Francisco.

Should I cancel my house cleaners? - MITMedical
__________

A growing worry for charities: Tax havens for the rich - AP
_____

Americans strongly favor raising taxes on the rich. Why are
Dems struggling to do so? - David Leonhardt/NYT
______

Democrats are divided over how much Biden’s agenda
should benefit the wealthy - LA Times
"Under Democrats’ “Build Back Better” plan, a married couple earning a
combined $500,000 a year could get $10,000 a month from the federal
government when taking paid family leave to care for a sick relative or a
newborn baby.
"The same program would provide a middle-class family with one wage earner
much less, about $3,100 a month."
_________

A Carbon Tax is Not the Solution to Global Climate Change
- Eric Toder/TPC
A welcome conversion from the legions of woke economists...We have been
advocating that the key to lower carbon emissions is developing cleaner
technology that low-income people who need to get to work and heat/cool their
homes can afford.
See letter to editor and related dialogue:
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"How to make carbon taxes more equitable - Washington Post"

__________
She’s 51, a mother and a devout Catholic. She plans to die
by euthanasia on Sunday. - WaPost
This woman could have lived years with her terminal illness. She chose to die
instead. - NBC
Sunday, October 10, 2021

How and when will French Church compensate victims of
‘systemic’ child abuse? - France 24
One of downsides of operating a religious organization in a secular world is
having to comply with its laws and ethical standards. Supervisors and managers
who covered up crimes against children and abetted in perpetuating injuries to
them should be prosecuted and do jail time. Money transfers aren't enough to
deter future crimes.
__________

Joel Osteen's Lakewood Church repaying $4.4M in
forgivable PPP loans - Houston Chronicle
"The program was unprecedented — and controversial — because it marked the
first time the federal government extended a direct lifeline to untaxed religious
and nonprofit institutions. Prior to the CARES Act, federal money had gone to
some religious programs such as chaplaincies. But there had never been a direct
line from the federal government’s coffers to untaxed religious groups.
"Under the legislation, churches and nonprofits with fewer than 500 employees
were eligible for loans that are forgivable if they are used on basic costs such as
payroll or utilities."
Before casting a stone at the TV preacher, check out how the thousands of
beltway "non-profits” took advantage of the PPP (paycheck protection
program). They were among the first to know about the money and how to
apply. After being called out out, the Aspen Institute decided to return $8
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million in PPP funds after arguing money was necessary to keep its 430-person
staff on payroll despite a $115 million endowment and several billionaires among
its trustees.
__________

Delta Blues Sounds - Best Of The Mississippi Stars - YouTube

__________

The Radically Changing Labor Market - Barry Ritholtz
"This month’s consensus payroll miss is no surprise. But focus on these three noteworthy
numbers:
-0.4% drop in the unemployment rate, from 5.2% to 4.8%
-4.6% wage growth (annualized)
-11 million unfilled job openings
"Those numbers are telling. But rather than rag on economists for being bad forecasters,
it’s worth pointing out that the labor market is in the midst of a massive upheaval. The old
models that were not that great to begin with are struggling, they are mostly useless when
attempting to make sense of the current circumstances.
"The data this month should also end the debate about Unemployment insurance
preventing people from going back to their old crappy jobs. Now that the enhanced
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unemployment insurance has expired, it is no longer a viable reason for the difficulty in
hiring. Something else is obviously going on.
"Skip the NFP forecast, and instead consider the various cross-currents that must be
accounted for trying to get a good handle on the labor markets:
• Wages have lagged most measures of the economy — since the 1970s;
• Technology keeps creating and destroying entire market sectors;
• Demographics is increasing demand for specific jobs, and not just in health care;
• Household balance sheets are as cash rich and debt managed as ever;
• Actual wealth in the US is at record highs;
• 18 months of remote work have changed peoples’ perception of their jobs;
• Early retirement is pulling workers away from the labor market;
• Childcare remains a challenge in most of the country;
• Covid-19 is still a threat to frontline workers."
__________

__________

Kaiser Permanente Employees May Strike Over Two-Tier
Pay System - Capital & Main
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"But after a long period of sustained growth and profitability — Kaiser made
$6.8 billion in operating profits from 2018 to 2020 alone, according to the
Alliance — the company began moving toward more aggressive negotiating
tactics a few years ago, several nurses say."
_________

Obamacare Health Insurance Family Glitch Explained Eric Bricker
Congress should deal with this gap in affordable coverage. The issue also
intersects with debate over targeting of child tax credits and whether there
should be work requirements to get them....For those considering Medicare
expansion, maybe kids are a place to start. Do employers really want to cover
them? States?
__________

Waning of BNT162b2 Vaccine Protection against SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Qatar NEJM
______

Why the Covax vaccine program failed - Quartz

One for you. Five for me.
__________

Netflix to edit 'Squid Game' phone number after woman
inundated with calls - Reuters
__________
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The Facebook Whistleblower Is Heroic... And Terribly
Wrong - Matt Stoller
"Frances Haugen got a lot right. But a digital regulator that legitimizes
Facebook's power would be the worst possible outcome..."
"Here’s the solution. First, we need to ratchet back Section 230 as Haugen
suggests (or even further), which would simplify the business model. Second, we
need to break up Facebook, as well as the other big tech firms. Third, we need to
ban surveillance advertising. (There are other rules to consider, such as
interoperability mandates, but that should happen after the monopoly power is
smashed.) The institutional home to do this properly is the Federal Trade
Commission, which already has legal authority, research capacity, buildings, and
a staff. Already, new FTC Chair Lina Khan is moving in this direction; she has
an antitrust suit against Facebook, and has had the FTC combine its consumer
protection/privacy apparatus with their antitrust apparatus, ensuring that
policymakers are looking at the whole picture."
Congress also could require that FB give users the option to keep data generated
from their profiles and use from being used or sold and give people a legal
remedy with teeth for enforcing privacy protections such as these.
__________

‘A War for Talent’ - WSJ
"For the first time ever, the NFIB monthly employment survey finds that most
small businesses had open positions they could not fill."
So many jobs to fill. So many unemployed men. Why isn't this commerce
heaven?

The crisis of men without work - Nicholas Eberstadt/AEI
podcast
As U.S. private wealth broke through the $100-trillion mark, more of its lessskilled, less-educated men have left workforce. How can they contribute to the
society?
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Men Are Losing Their Grip in the New Economy Bloomberg
"Job growth and education are putting women in a prime position to dominate. Should we
rejoice or worry?"

Young Men- The Reformed Broker
Higher-income increasingly choose to marry higher-income: Branko Milanovic discusses implications of
"assortative mating" - NPR

__________

Wave of US labor unrest could see tens of thousands on
strike within weeks - The Guardian
"From healthcare to Hollywood, workers are demanding higher wages, fighting
cuts and seeking better safety and conditions."
Kellogg's 'implementing contingency plans' as workers strike for third straight
day - News Channel 3
The growing strike movement in the United States and the case for rank-and-file
committees - WSWS
Dear Trotskyists: Could workers organize and negotiate effectively without a union?

The 10 Biggest Strikes In U.S. History - Investopedia
__________

New York Times Might Be One of Ford Foundation’s Neediest
Cases - Ira Stoll/NY Sun
Garden variety example of the rings of dead capitalist $$$ that non-profits shell
out every day to reinforce those with wealth and power.
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__________

Secret trove illuminates the lives of billionaires - WaPost
"Only a handful of U.S. billionaires show up in the records obtained by the ICIJ.
Absent from the Pandora Papers are some of the nation’s wealthiest — Tesla
founder Elon Musk; billionaire investor Warren Buffett; and Amazon founder
Jeff Bezos, who owns The Washington Post.
"In part, this may be because U.S. residents generally do not use the financial
services providers whose records were obtained. In part, experts said, it is
because U.S. billionaires pay so little in taxes relative to their incomes that hiding
money offshore is mostly unnecessary."

Governments vow investigations within hours of Pandora
Papers revelations - ICIJ
__________

Student loan forgiveness: Half a million people to benefit
from overhaul, some immediately - USA Today
__________

Global deal on 15% minimum tax rate for multinationals
edges closer- Guardian
Ireland moves step closer to ditching 12.5% corporate tax rate - Examiner
_____

'Pandora Papers' bring renewed calls for tax haven scrutiny
- AP/StarTribune
__________
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Coming second in the game of life - Kate Pickett/Social
Europe
Similar life expectancy pattern in the U.S. See below, for implications for Social
Security:
"A Widening Gap in Life Expectancy Makes Raising Social Security’s Retirement Age a
Particularly Bad Deal for Low-Wage Earners" - K. Polzer/Society of Actuaries
"Will Growing Inequality Make Social Security & LTC Financing Fixes Harder?"
- Center on Capital & Social Equity - Living to 100 Symposium (2020)
__________

Methamphetamine-involved overdose deaths nearly tripled
between 2015 to 2019 - NIH
"Patterns of methamphetamine use have become riskier, diversified across U.S.
population."
__________

“Unsustainable and Unhealthy”: As IATSE Workers Go
Public, Pressure Mounts on Studios Amid Looming Strike Hollywood Reporter
__________
US Trade Rep Katherine Tai condemns China's 'unfair
trade practices' - CNN
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China blames US for tensions over incursion near Taiwan - Reuters/Times of
India
Diplomatic juggling (tariffs, prices, jobs, wages, territory) on a tightrope of
threatened war.
__________

Offshore havens and hidden riches of world leaders and
billionaires exposed in unprecedented leak - ICIJ
"The leaked records come from 14 offshore services firms from around the
world that set up shell companies and other offshore nooks for clients often
seeking to keep their financial activities in the shadows. The records include
information about the dealings of nearly three times as many current and former
country leaders as any previous leak of documents from offshore havens.
"In an era of widening authoritarianism and inequality, the Pandora Papers
investigation provides an unequaled perspective on how money and power
operate in the 21st century – and how the rule of law has been bent and broken
around the world by a system of financial secrecy enabled by the U.S. and other

wealthy nations."
Pandora papers: biggest ever leak of offshore data exposes
financial secrets of rich and powerful - The Guardian
__________

Florida police department criticized for seeking arrest of
man who stole diapers for kids - South Florida Sun-Sentinel
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__________

Social inequality and hyper violence: why the bleak world of
Netflix’s Squid Game is a streaming phenomenon - The
Conversation
__________

Mississippi aid program gave little help to renters but
millions to a top law firm- WaPost
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